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THE QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF HYDROGEN IN GASES, BY 

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY WITH HELIUM AS THE CARRIER GAS 

Gas-chromatographic analysis of gaseous mistures containing hydrogen with 
helium as carrier gas is easily achieved qualitatively, but an esact quantitative analysis 
presents some di%xlties. Hydrogen has a very high thermal conductivity, higher 
than other gases used as carriers in gas chromatography (set Table I). Hence the 
hydrogen peak in’s chromatogram obtained with a thermoconductivity detector 
(thermistors or katharometers) presents an inversion of the polarity. Furthermore 
it is necessary to apply a correction factor which is greater than the ratio between 
the conductivity of the hydrogen and the carrier gas. Wheu helium is used and this, 
for several reasons, is considered the best carrier gas in the majority of cases, the 
correction factor is very high, causing a considerable error. 

All these reasons, however, do not completely account for the problems con- 
nected with the quantitative determination of hydrogen. The chief dif’ficulty has been, 
as shown by several authors I-“, that in gaseous misturcs thermal conductivity is not 
a linear function dependent on the concentration but shows masima and minima. 
For csample, the hydrogen-helium curve shows a minimum for low hydrogen COII- 
centrations (approsimately S 7” Hz) (Fig. I). 

A study of the behaviour of the curve, which is affected by many factors, such 

as detector tcmpcrature, filament temperature, detector type, and flow rate of carrier, 
is not included in th? present work. However, we would like to show that, on increasing 
the injected amount of hydrogen, the peak is at first positive, and then becomes “&I” 
shaped, with the central “V” of the “IM” largely estending on to the negative side 
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of the recorder (Fig. 2). The correction factor changes considerably and is not linear 
with respect to the concentration of hydrogen in helium. 

Although it is possible to obtain a calibration curve useful from 0 to IO0 % of 

h.ydrogen, such a plot is only feasible if a detector of known characteristics is used 
under fised operational conditions. In addition, the plot requires numerous analyses. 
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Fig. I. ‘J3crmttl conductivity of hyclrogcn-licliunl misturcs. 
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Fig. 2. l-I>*clrogcn por\lc form for incrcnsing hydrogen concentration. 

The three methods reported here are, on the contrary, very rapid but notwith- 
standing this appreciably accurate. Each of them can be used according to the 
particular composition of the actual sample. The methods are: 

(a) simultaneous calibration with air; 
(1~) simultaneo~us calibration with hydrogen ; 

(c) correction factor determination. 

SIMULTANEOUS CALIBRATION WITH .4IR 

This is the more rapid method, and can 
column elutes completely all the components of 

be usecl when 
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The calibration is made as follows: We calcula.te the areas of all the peaks, 
escept the hydrogen one, and apply the necessary correction factors. We then inject 
an amount of air (or pure gas) e.xactly equal to the volume of the original sample, 
and calculate, applying the apl~ropriate correction factor; the arca of the peak ob- 

tainecl. 
The difference between the corrected air 1~~21 c C area and the sum of corrected 

areas of the actual sample peaks corresponds to the amount of hydrogen in the 
misture. 

The correction fuctor of air (or pure gas employecl) is obviously applied to the 
hydrogen area. ‘I’he rnasirnuni error of this method is estimated as within IIfr 2 yO of the 
amount of liydrogcn. 

This method can also be appliccl when the elution of the components is not 
complete (i.e. when any peak has a very high retention time or is completely absorbed 
by the stationary phase). For this reason the nictllocl is useful in the analysis of very 
complex mixtures, requirin, = different columns successively. 

The calibrntion is made as follows: If the hydrogen peak has tlre shape shown 
in Fig. 2, (A) or (E), we measure its height, whereas tile other peaks arc normally 
calculated by area. If the shape of the hydrogen peal; is as in Fig. 2 (13) or (C), we 
measure the length of the central “V”. (It must be emphasized that, jvith fixed 
analysis conditions, the “inversion height” is strictly constant, corrosponcling to a 
~~11 determinecl hydrogen/helium ratio in the detector.) 

After analysis of sample, a series of mistures with known amounts of hydrogen, 
near to the supposecl amount in the sample, are injected. A plot of the heights of the 
obtained peaks, or the lengths of the “V” inversions, against the hydrogen concentra- 
tion will frecluently be a straight lint over the rcstrictecl range in cluestion. By inter- 
polation it is possible to determine the amount of hydrogen in the actual sample. 

For good accuracy it is essential that the analytical conditions for the sample 
and the reference misturcs ;Lre iclentical, tllat the sample volume can be reproduced 
precisely, and that the calibration of the reference mixtures is exact. The last con- 
dition would require IOO O/o pure hyclrogcn for re.fcrence mixtures, which is very 
difficult to obtain even from electrolysis. 

A method has been studied which permits the use of technical hyclrogen, con- 
taining a small percentage of ilitrogen and oxygen. Using hydrogen/air mixtures with 
the hyclrogen conccntrntion increasing to the maximum ivhiclz can be obtained from 
the hydrogen source, the height of the hydrogen peak, or the length of the “V” 
inversion is plottecl agninst the areas of the peaks of the impurity gases. 135’ estra- 
polation to zero area of impurity, it is possible to cleterminc the height corresponding 
to 100 “A of hydrogen. 

WC can now cillculate a factor / as follows: 

f 
height of pci~lc of hvtlrogcn nvnilnblc 

= ---._._-_.----~.& -.--- .-__ .-_ 
cstrapolatccl height of px~k of 100 OA, prc 11yclroficn 
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Ry multiplying the values obtained by interpolation of “heights vs. hydrogen 
concentration” plot by this factor, we can obtain such an accuracy as would have 
been obtained if 100 % pure hydrogen had been used for reference mixtures (see Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. ‘Dctcrminntion of height c:or- ** rc~p.m~ling to pure h~~tlrogcn. 

This method has a masimum error of & I o/“, provided that the sampling 
volume is carefully selected so as to keep the hydrogen peak far from the critical 
inversion point. 
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As we have seen, perfect reproducibility of sample volume is essential for the 
two above-mentioned methods. 

Sometimes this is not possible, for esample when the sample is stripped or 
diluted with carrier gas before injection. In such a case, if the amount of carrier gas 
introduced in the sample is not esactly known, it is impossible to apply the methods 
because the carrier is obviously not detected. Nevertheless it is also possible to analyze 
mistures containing an unknown percentage of carrier gas, by applying the following 
technique. 

Only one condition must bc carefully satisfied: temperature, flow of carrier 
tind detector current must be constant for the analysis and for the determination of 
the correction factor plot. 

Using the method of simultaneous calibration kvith air (S.C.A.) we determined 
the hydrogen content in a series of standard mistures, measuring at the same time 
the hydrogen peak height or the inversion length. By plotting the height or the in- 
version length against calculated area SHY (s.c.~.), WC control the linearity of the 
values obtained (Fig. 4). 

One can now calculate the correction factor from the following equation: 

fn = 
.SIJ2 (calculated by S.C.A.) * . 
_-----_----_ 

h 1f2 (mcasurcd) 

Plotting these factors against hydrogen peak height or inversion length, we 
obtain a plot from which, by interpoiation, it is possible to find the correction factor 
corresponding to the amount of hydrogen (Fig. 5). Multiplying this factor by the 
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Fig. 4. Plot of h~drogcn pwlc height or in\wsion Icngth against h~clrogcn arc’s cnlculatcd by 
mca~is of tlic siniultancous calibra.tion mcthocl. 

Fig. 5. Plot of correction factor against pc;~k llcight or inversion length. 

hydrogen peak height and correction factor for the air, we obtain an area proportional 
to the molar hydrogen concentration. This value can lx treated esactly as normally 
measured peak areas. 

The above method is less accurate than the &her two, especially for very 
low hydrogen concentrations. The error can be as large as -& 3 or L+ %, but only this 
method allows the determination of hydrogen in wry con~ples mistures, with poor 
or no reproducibility of the quantity injected. 

CONCLUSIOXS 

The methods described in this paper allo~v the quantitative analysis of hydrogen 
in gaseous mistures when the use of helium as carrier gas is necessary. 

The first two methods are rapid and accurate and wry useful for routine 
analysis. The third method is useful for very complex analysis and, if carefully used, 
is as precise as the other two. 

All the methods can bc used in other cases where the carrier gas-sample con- 
ductivity plot shows such a phenomenon as in the helium-hydrogen case. 

Three methods are clcscribed which allow the quantitative analysis of hydrogen 
in gaseous mistures, when helium is the carrier gas. 

These methods are respectively based on the simultaneous calibration with air, 
the simultaneous calibration with hydrogen and the determination of the correction 
factor curve. All the methocls can be applied to other carrier gases and samples. 
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